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WHY KEEP SCORE? from the utilities serving the retrofitted
..houses to the conservation company carrying

In the past, p~ogr~s des~ned to mduce out the retrofits [2]) or shared-savings ar-
energy conservatIon m h~usmg have nearly rangements between building owner and
all been c~sual about theIr measure~ent of energy service company, require the savings
energy saVIngs. In many cases, saVIngs are estimates to be both accurate and unambig-
unashamedly a~erted without ~eing mea- uous. Finally, the homeowner, whether
sured: the momtors keep score w~t~ a yard- participating in these programs or acting in-
stick scaled by the number of partIcIpants or dependently, needs feedback on the effective-
number of dollars spent rather than the actual ness of his or her conservation investments.
amount of energy sa~ed, or t~ey rel~ on ~n- Companies which offer conservation
gineering models w~lch, lackm~ calibratIon services invariably need help in informing
to .real-world expene.nce, no.to?ousl~ over- the customer about how much energy -and
e~tlffiat~ the .actual saVIngs. ~hlS IS partl~ularly money -his or her purchase is likely to save.
dlstressmg gIven that the smgle most lffiP?r- With records of actual savings achieved,
tant objecti~e ~f t~e~ programs,. ~he saVIng companies could understand, quantitatively,
of energy, IS mtnnslcally quantIfiable and the value of what they sell. The resulting
relatively. accessible by means of e~ergy picture could become one of satisfied, savvy
consumptIon data reco~d~d systematIcally customers dealing with a company able to
for another purpose -billing. Furthermore, convey accurately the value of its own ser-
weather adjustments are easily made from vices.
readily available temperature data, so that
effects of conservation need not be obscured
by differences in weather from one year to IT'S EASIER THAN IT MAY SEEM
the next.

The need for reliable scorekeeping in Perhaps surprisingly, keeping accurate
energy conservation is increasing. Many scores on the actual amount of energy saved
utilities in the V.S. have undertaken extensive is straightforward, and the required data,
retrofit assistance programs for their whole-house meter readings and average out-
customers, not only because of the federal door temperatures, are readily available. The
Residential Conservation Service (RCS) [1], ~nceton ~corekeeping Method, PRISM,
which mandates nearly free energy audits uses utility meter readings from before and
for customers, but also because of a growing after the retrofit installation, together with
commitment to energy conservation as a average daily temperatures from a nearby
utility investment strategy. RCS audits have weather station for the same periods, to de-
reached millions of homes. The Low-Income termine a weather-adjusted index of corisump-
Weatherization Program, federally funded but tion, Normalized Annual Consumption or
managed at the community level, is bringing NAC, for each period. The procedure is
to many more homes an extensive, often depicted in Fig. 1(a). Analogous to (and,
costly, set of retrofits in addition to the based on field measurements, clearly more
energy audit. New conservation strategies, accurate than) the V.S. federally mandated
involving monetary rewards for conservation miles-per-gallon rating, the NAC index
actually achieved (for example, payments provides a measure of what energy con-
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INPUTS: OUTPUTS:

MONTHLY BILLING DATA

NAC

DAILY TEMPERATURE DATA

DTHER PHYSICAL PARAMETERS

LONG. TERM DEGREE -DAYS

(a)

MONTHLY BILLING DATAFOR TREATMENT HOUSES NAC FOR TREATMENT RAW SAvINGS
PRE AND POST .HOUSES. PRE AI() POST

CONTROL -AD.J.JSTED SAVINGS
MONTHLY BILLING DATA
FOR CONTROL I-K)USES.
PRE AND POST

NAC FOR CONTROl
HOUSES. PRE AND POST

DAILY TEMPERATURE DATA

LONG -TERM DEGREE DAYS ~6~EfL~H:~~~~ PARAMETERS

(b)
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing the data requirements for the Princeton Scorekeeping Method (PRISM) and
the estimates that result from it: (a) the basic procedure for one house; and (b) the procedure for calculating
control-adjusted savings for a group of treated houses.

sumption would be during a year under in several important ways: in its physical
typical weather conditions. Total energy foundation, which allows a physically mean-
savings are derived as the difference between ingful interpretation of the results; in its
NAC in the pre- and post-periods. A conser- emphasis on reliability, particularly of the
vat ion effect is thus neither masked by a cold NAC index, which in general is extremely
winter nor exaggerated by a warm one, nor well determined; in its standardized output,
is it obscured if the time covered by billing which facilitates comparisons across pro-
periods in one "year" is longer or shorter grams, and its accurate error diagnostics
than in another. attached to all the estimates it produces; in

PRISM is certainly not the first method to its availability, to a wide variety of potential
include weather normalization. In fact, the scorekeepers; and, finally, in its objective of
simple relationship between a house's energy generality, to all fuel types and to a wide
consumption for space heating and outside range of building types and climates.
temperature was recognized, in the published. We define the word "scorekeeping" to
literature, at least 80 years ago [3]. Even mean the measurement of actual energy
before natural gas pipelines were available, savings. PRISM is thus a particular score-
weather information was crucial input to gas keeping method. Its purpose is to describe
dispatching and production decisions [4]. In the past rather than predict the future. A
the current literature, there is a variety of static model, PRISM is not appropriate, as
methods that have features similar to some dynamic models are, for the manage-
PRISM's [5]. ment of a building -to schedule thermostat

The origins of PRISM date back to Prince- setbacks, for example. On the other hand,
ton University's earliest energy analyses of these dynamic models are overly complicated
buildings, in the 1970s [6,7]. In its current for scorekeeping, which requires only long-
form, PRISM differs from other approaches term averages of consumption, i.e., data that
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are readily ava¥able for large numbers of Adjustment for the performance of a group
houses, or buildings in general. PRISM is of untreated, "control" houses can be an
designed to be a scorekeeping tool that makes important part of scorekeeping, when it is
the best possible use of such data. desirable to decouple the savings induced

by the measures of interest from the savings
that would otherwise have occurred due to

TOWARD A STANDARDIZED APPROACH external events (such as increased energy
prices). Evidence of extensive and continuing

Until recently, the haphazard array of conservation over the decade since the Arab
approaches used to evaluate retrofit programs oil embargo, in the population at large, con-
has made it impossible to compare savings firms the importance of adjusting the savings
from one program to another, or to aggregate by a control group (see ref. 15p, in this issue).
the effects across programs. When the first PRISM applied to both treatment and control
"scores" came in from selected RCS and houses, as shown in Fig. l(b), gives a measure
weatherization programs, many of them were of control-adjusted as well as weather-
disappointing [8]; yet, the lack of a coordi- adjusted savings for the treatment group.
nated approach has made it impossible to The analysis can then be updated for succeed-
learn from mistakes or to plan for more ing years, to track the durability of the
effective programs in the future. savings (see ref. 15c, in this issue).

The progression of recent conferences Invariably, an evaluation of a conservation
testifies to the increased commitment to program ought to go beyond the PRISM
scorekeeping based on real data [9 -14]. analysis, to determine the cost-effectiveness
At an evaluation conference in Columbus, of various tried approaches to conservation,
Ohio, held in 1982 (the first of its kind), for example, or to clarify the reasons why
many participants disputed the merits of some households saved more than others.
billing data and argued the success of their The savings estimates, along with other
programs either on the basis of number of PRISM outputs, provide reliable input to such
participants or from engineering estimates analyses. Thus the PRISM analysis depicted
of the energy saved, rather than from know 1- in Fig. 1 may be thought of as standardized
edge of actual savings achieved [9]. Since scorekeeping, representing stage one of the
then, especially at biennial summer studies evaluation, while subsequent analyses, limited
in Santa Cruz, California, the discussion of by available data and shaped by the specific
evaluation has shifted from "whether" to needs of the project being evaluated,
"how" to use real data [11,12]. Now, as constitute stage two.
seen at the 1985 evaluation conference in In this special double issue, PRISM is
Chicago, there is agreement on the impor- presented as a standardized, easy-to-use
tance of a standardized approach for measur- approach which utilities, communities, re-
ing energy actually saved, and, among many, searchers and entrepreneurs throughout the
consensus on PRISM as the method of choice country can adopt for measuring energy
[14]. (Two of the several PRISM-based evalu- savings. Fifteen applications of PRISM are
ations reported at the conference are sum- reported, ranging from specific studies of the
marized in refs. 15b and 15c, in this issue.) interpretation of PRISM parameters to
The seemingly inevitable, and occasionally full-scale evaluations of retrofit programs
embarrassing, shortfall of actual savings [15].
relative to engineering estimates is now A brief outline of these papers is given at
part of the common experience. Further, the end of this introductory paper. We
the availability of a well tried method for present now a description of the method:
measuring these savings is allowing the its physical rationale, the statistical procedure
concern to shift to broader issues: how to underlying it, and a sample savings analysis
choose the control group, how to use the to illustrate its use. Our description here is
savings estimates to evaluate a program's fairly detailed; it is intended to serve as a
cost-effectiveness, and what conservation reference for the other papers. The occasional
lessons can ultimately be learned from com- variation on the method presented here is
parisons across programs. identified in the relevant paper.
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SUMMARY OF THE METHOD (OF)
-2

The Princeton Scorekeeping Method';
(PRISM) is a statistical procedure for calculat- ~

zing changes in energy consumption over time. ~ 1

For each house (or building) being analyzed, ~
the procedure requires meter readings (or, for ~ 1 'i
fuel oil, delivery records) for approximately S ~
one year in each period of interest. The con- ~ ~~ -
sumption data are then corrected for the ::;
effects of weather, which of course is never ::'
the same for two different years, and also ~
for differences in the time spanned by the ~ ~o -10 0 10 20 30 400
different periods. Tout :AVERAGE DAILY OUTOOOR TEMPERATURE (OC!

PRISM differs from other weather- Fig. 2. Daily gas consumption (f) as a function of
normalization procedures in that the house's outdoor temperature (Tout), for a single idealized

.house. The house's energy signature is defined by a
bre.ak-even temperature IS treated as a base level of 2.0 kWth (equivalent to 1.7 therms/day

varIable, rather than a constant such as 18.3 in natural-gas units), a heating slope of 480 Wth/oC
°c (65 OF). Three physical parameters result (0.22 therms/oF-day), and a reference temperature
from the model applied to the billing data of 15.6 °C (60 OF).
for the heating fuel* of an individual house:
base-level consumption, as a measure of where the term in parentheses is the heating
appliance usage in the house; reference degree-days h to base T, i.e., h(T), and the
temperature, as a reflection of interior- "+" indicates zero if the term is negative.
temperature settings; and heating slope, as This relationship is derived in Appendix 1.
a measure of the lossiness of the house. The derivation of eqn. (1) leads to a simple
Derived from these parameters, the NAC physical interpretation for each of the three
index is the reliable estimate of the con- parameters. The reference temperature T,
sumption which would occur in a year of which will vary from house to house, is
typical weather. likely to be influenced primarily by the indoor

temperature Tin (which may be regulated
The physical basis for the model by a thermostat setting)* and, in addition,

Generally, whether for natural gas, oil or an offsetting contribution from intrinsic
electricity, a house's heating system is first gains (i.e., heat generated by appliances,
required when the outdoor temperature occupants, and the sun). The heat-loss rate
( Tout) drops below a certain level (the heating ~ depends on the conductive and infiltration
reference temperature T), and for each addi- heat losses, and, inversely, on the furnace
tional degree drop in temperature a constant efficiency, while the base level a represents
amount of heating fuel (the heating slope the fuel requirements of appliances (including
~) is required. Thus, the required heating lights, for electricity, and the water heater
fuel is linearly proportional to (T -Tout), if fueled by the heating fuel)..
and the proportional constant ~ represents If T is not accurately determined, or if
the house's effective heat-loss rate. In addi- it changes significantly over the time periods
tion, the house may use a fixed amount of studied, the error or change in T will inversely
the heating fuel per day (the base level a) affect a, and ~ as well. Figure 3 illustrates
in an amount independent of Tout. Formally, this for the idealized house by plotting f
the expected fuel consumption per day, f, vs. h(T) for one correct and two incorrect
as illustrated in Fig. 2 for an idealized house, values of T. -A straight-line fit through each
is given by set of points will have a different slope and

f = a + ~(T -Tout)+ (1) *In a large centrally heated building, the main

boiler may be directly controlled by the outdoor
temperature rather than a thermostat, thus replicating

*We use the word "fuel" to mean electricity as well the constant-T assumption of PRISM. Such a building
as natural gas, fuel oil, or any external energy source. is the subject of a paper in this issue [15f].
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0 20 (":O-OOys/do~ 50 The set of data points {FJ and {HJ for an
25 approximately year-long period are then fit to

~ a linear model:

f20
;: Fj =a+fiHj(r) +Ej (3)
Q

~ I ~ where Ej is the random error term. For a

~ 10 ~ guessed value of reference temperature r,

~ ! the base-level and heating-slope parameters
~ a and fi are found by standard statistical
t, techniques (ordinary least-squares linear'"
~ regression). Using an iterative procedure based

--on Newton's method [16], "best r" is found
0

40 as the value of r for which a plot of F. vs.
h (T) DAILY HEATING DEGREE-OAYS BASE T ("C-doys/doy) H ( ) . I . h .I j r IS most near y a strrog tIme. Formally,

Fig. 3. Dally gas consumption .(t) ~ a f.unctlon of r is determined as the value for which the

degree-days base T [h(r)], for a single Idealized house. The three curves correspond to the same consump- mean-squared error IS mInImIzed, or equIv-

tion and temperature data, with degree-days cal- alently for which the R2 statistic is highest.
culated to different bases T. The corresponding values of a and fi are the

best estimates of base level and heating

slope* .

intercept. Therefore, an assumed (incorrect) The application of PRISM to real data is

reference temperature, such as the value of illustrated in Fig. 4, for a gas-heated house.

18.3 °c so commonly used, is likely to lead The gas consumption data, F j, plotted against

to less physically meaningful values of the time in Fig. 4(a), fall into a very straight line

base level and the heat-loss rate. in Fig. 4(b) when plotted against heating

degree-days Hj computed to best r, the

Individual-house analysis reference temperature determined by the

Based on this physical interpretation, the model. The complete PRISM results for this

two data requirements for the analysis are house and this period are given in Table 1.

actual meter readings (approximately month- At 0.985, the R2 statistic indicates a very

ly), from which consumption is calculated, good straight-line fit, corresponding to the

and local average outdoor temperatures line drawn in Fig. 4(b).

(daily), from which heating degree-days to The house's index of consumption for its

different reference temperatures are com- heating fuel, NAC (Normalized Annual Con-

puted in exact correspondence to the con- sumption), is obtained from the model

sumption periods. Generally, the most reliable parameters, a, fi and r, applied to a long-term

results are obtained from a year's data [15n]. (say, ten-year) annual average of heating

The input to the procedure is then Fj and degree-days. NAC is calculated as follows:

Hj where: NAC = 365a + fiHo(r) (4)

Fj = a~~age daily consumption in time inter- where Ho(r) is the heating degree-days (base'

v I r) in a "typical" year. Once a normalization

-.period is established, the values of Ho over
Hj(r) -heatIng degree-days per day co~pu.ted the range of possible r require a one-time caI-

to reference temperature r m tIme
interval i.

~ere F j is computed as the consumption in *The SI units we recommend for PRISM param-

mterval i divided by Nj, the number of days eters are: kW for Q, W/oC for 13, °C for T, and GJ/year

in that interval, and Hj(r) is computed from for NAC and other annual consumption estimates.

Tjj, the average daily outdoor temperature for Fuel-resource energy (for natural gas and oil) and site
the jth day of interval i over N. days i e electrical energy are differentiated by the subscripts

, J , .., '"th" for thermal and "elec" for electrical, respective-

N j ly. The corresponding imperial units (therms for nat-
Hj(r) = ~ (r -Tjj)+/Nj (2) ural gas, etc.) are given in the list of conversion

j = I factors in the Foreword to this issue.
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HOUSE' T 120 PRE TABLE 1
Sample PRISM results for a gas-heated house*

0 'ER'OOS,
8 A.OI/ 2,1978100EC ",191810 T = 20.0 (:1:1.5)OC

.OEC ~.1918 10 JA. ".1919 0
C C JA. ~.1919 10 fEO 1.1979 [68.0 (:1:2.8) F]

7 D ffO 2,197910 MAR 6,197'
[MAR 7,1979 10 A'R 2.1979'A'R 1,197910 MAY 1.1919 Q = 1.12 (:1:0.33) kWth
0 MAl/ 2,1979 10 MAY 11.1979
HJU. 1,1979toJUl 1,19198 [0.90 (:1:0.26) ccf/day]

~ 6 1 JUl 2,1979 to JUl 11,1979
.g J AUO 1,1979 to AOO 29,19790 .AUO 1D.1979 to SE' 1D.1979 ()' = 400 (:1:30) Wth/OC

lOC1 1,1979 to OCT 1D,1979~ 5 E [0.18 (:1:0.01) ccf/oF-day]
u ~~ .r: RZ .i" "Ho = 107.1 (:1:9.1) GJth/year
Q f ~ [996 (:1:84) ccf/year], or 75% of NAC
I-
0..~ NAC = 142.5 (:1:4.0) GJth/year
::>U> [1324 (:1:37) ccf/year]z l
8 R2 = 0.985

0

*The sample gas-heated house is house T120 from the
H 1 J .Modular Retrofit Experiment [15a]. The estimates

are derived from PRISM applied to the pre-retrofit
0 consumption data shown in Fig. 4. Each number in

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 parentheses is the standard error of the estimate.
(a) Period '*'

0 Reliability of the estimates

In general, the NAC estimate provides a
reliable consumption index from which
energy savings and conservation trends may
be accurately estimated. The small standard

% error of NAC for our sample house, at 3% of
~ the estimate, is typical of PRISM results. On
u~ ~ the other hand, the three parameters, a, (3
§ it' and T, which define a house's energy sig-
~ .ER'OOS, ~ nature, are less well determined, as is con-
~ A .01/ 2,1978 to DEO ",1978
;7, ~ ~~~ ~: ::~; ~~ ::: ~: ::~: 4 firmed by the standard errors for the sam pIe
z D fEO 2.1979 to MAR 6,1979 .
0 E MAK 7.1979 to A'R 2.1979 house (Table 1 ) as well as by other stud1es
U 'A'" 1,1979 to MAY 1.1979OMAY 2,1979 to MAY 11,1979 . th .'

( T bl 2 f f 15k) AH JU. 1.1979 to JUl 1,1979 m 1S 1ssue see a e 0 re. .s a
'JUl 2.1979 to JUl 11.1919 .
'AUG 1.1979 to AUO 29.19792 result the Parameters' chan ges over tIme are.AOO 30, '979 to SE' 1D.1979 ,

, l OC1 1,1979 to OCT 1D.1979 often difficult to interpret due to the inter-

ference of physical and statistical effects.
00 10 20 30 (OF9 The stability of the NAC index is evident

Healing degree -days per day. base T = 68.0°F in Fig. 5, which shows, for the sample house,
(b) 1200.C) the progression of NAC as the estimation
Fig. 4. Plots of consumption data (Fj) f,:,r sample year is slid forward one month at a time. The
gas-heated house in New Jersey. In (a) Fj IS plotted .' ..

.nst . th ( thl ) t .. d . (b) F .drop m consumpt1on after the retrofit 1S
agal I, e mon y Ime pelto ; In j IS .
plotted against Hj(T), i.e" heating degree-days com- eVident. Note the larger standard errors of
puted to best T determined by PRISM. The straight NAC for the periods falling between the
line is the least-squares fit of the data, giving the pre- and post-retrofit periods. In general, NAC
results shown in Table 1. is quite insensitive to exactly which months

..* are included. (The gap in the plot reflects
culation only for each weather station used. .. t bl h t . t . f al ld d ta...an meVl a e c arac ens 1C 0 re -wor a

For standard1zation, we recommend a conS1S- t I t. ted .. d ' )..'. se s, name y, es Ima or m1ssmg rea mgs.

tent normalization penod, we use the twelve- Th al I t f th ' d.. d al.e an ogous p 0 s or e m IV1 u param-

year penod from 1970 through 1981. te d t te th t . t bil 't ,~ e rs emons ra e emporary ms a 1 y

*Daily temperature data to compute Hj for each as the estimation window passes through the
period and Ho for the normalization period, to any retrofit period and thus the importance of
integer value of T, are available from the National I d. th ' tr f 't . d f th t .

, ..exc u mg e re 0 1 peno rom e es Ima-
Weather Service for the appropriate weather station .' .
[17]. Degree-days to non-integer T are found by tion pen?ds used for scorekeepmg (see exam-
linear interpolation. pIes in ref. 15f, in this issue).
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Hou.. T 120 elsewhere in this issue [15m], interferes with
2 the interpretation of these components.

0 As is well demonstrated by the studies
0

0 .!!! reported in this special issue, NAC is a reliable

In -

-;:- -, and stable index of consumption. At best,
! PRE '-, ~ the other PRISM parameters provide physical-
~ (11/2/18- -o~ ...~8 10/31/19) -~:r, ly meanmgful. l~dlcato:s, .:.vhose changes
~ -~ may not be statIStIcally sIgnifIcant but whose~ POSTz (5/2/80- behavior can often suggest the reason for

4/24/81)
~ 8 a consumption change. The need for careful

In interpretation of these indicators is an im-

portant theme of this issue. Accurate standard
errors for all the parameters [a, [3, T, [3Ho(T),0 0

0lJUL78 OIJ N80 0lJUL80 and NAC] are part of the standard PRISM
P.riod 510rling dole output. Developed for this model, the "com-

Fig. 5. lliustration of sliding PRISM, in which the posite" method for estimating the errors
one-year estimation period, starling on the ?ate includes the uncertainty in the estimation
indicated is moved forward one month at a tlD1e. ..
NAC esti~ates are shown, for the sample gas-heated of T as well as the estImatIon error from
house used for Fig. 4 and Table 1. Dashed lines give fitting eqn. (3) [16]. It turns out that a and
standard errors of the estimate. Pre- and post-retrofit [3 are much more sensitive to variations in T
periods used for scorekeeping are indicated. than is NAC (see Fig. 2 of ref. 15k). Even

in extreme cases when one or more of the
When a continuous series of consumption parameters is poorly determined, the standard

data is available, a sliding analysis such as error of. NAC is usually only 2 -4% of the
this one can be a powerful tool not only for estimate*. This stability of NAC is PRISM's
selecting the final estimation periods, but most important feature.
also for flagging anomalies in the data, and,
more generally, for monitoring gradual Estimation of group savings
changes in consumption. This technique has The NAC estimate provides the basic index
been used in a systematic study of the stabil- for measuring energy savings, in groups of
ity of PRISM parameters (see ref. 15n, in this houses from one to thousands, Computed as
issue). the change in NAC between two periods of

While it is tempting to attribute a change interest, the saVings estimates are weather-
in a to water-heater wrap or more efficient adjusted, and thus are independent of changes
appliances, for example, or a drop in [3Ho(T) in the weather between the two periods.
to added ceiling insulation or other measures When adjustment by a control group is
to tighten the structure (through [3) or to needed, an ideal control group is one con-
lowered thermostat settings (through T), structed by random selection of participants
such simple physical inferences from individ- from a larger set, where some or all of those
ual-house results are usually not valid (see not selected for treatment become the con-
Appendix 1). For one thing, events affecting troIs. (This approach is used in ref. 15a.)
only one parameter are not likely to occur Often such advanced planning is not possible.
in isolation. For another, PRISM's assump- A less ideal though generally adequate pro-
tions that a, [3 and T are constant on average
from month to month over a year-long esti- *NAC can be reliable even in the even~ of an

...I extreme anomaly, for example, when best T 1S estab-~atlon penod are I)ot lIkely to .hold perfect y lished at the highest value of daily temperature for
m any real house. The change m the temper- the estimation period. (The associated standard error

ature-dependent component of NAC, [3Ho('T), of T is infinite.) Only two such anomalies occurred
is usually better determined than the change in the data set of 276 cases from which the example
in [3 or T individually just as NAC is better in Fig. 4 was taken [15a]. For each of the two
d t . ed th ' t h t h t t cases, only six (bimonthly) data points were available.

e ermm an el er a componen or In both cases NAC was well determined: the stan-

the base-level component, 365a. Nevertheless, dard errors o'f NAC were 3.0% and 6.0% of the
the effect of the seasonal variability of ap- estimate, and the corresponding R2 values were 0.99
pliance and water-heater usage, investigated and 0.94, respectively.
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cedure is to match non-participants to partic- SAMPLE SCORE KEEPING ANALYSIS
ipants after the fact, so that .th~ control .and Our sample house (Table 1 and Figs. 4 and
tre~tment groups have sImIlar prof~es, 5) is one of the 58 "house doctor" houses
d.efmed, for ex.ample, by energy c~nsumptlon in the Modular Retrofit Experiment (MRE),
(I.e., p.re-retrofl~ NAC), energy pnces, house- a collaborative project between Princeton
hold SIze ~nd Income, and house area. An- University and the natural gas utilities in the
oth~r ~osslble, and less cumbersome, ~t~r- New Jersey area (see ref. 15a). The control
natl~e IS to mak~ the aggrega~e of the utility group consisted of 40 additional houses. To
servIng the retrofItted houses Into a surrogate illustrate the scorekeeping approach, we
control group (see Table 7 of ref. 15a, and start from the savings estimated for the
ref. 15p). .single house and continue through the compu-
.The scorekeepmg procedure presented ?ere tation of control-adjusted savings for the
Includes b.oth ~~ather and control adJust- entire house-doctor group.
ments. .Usmg billing and w~ather data for As indicated in Fig. 5, for the pre- and
approxImately year-long penods before and post-retrofit periods indicated NAC for the
after (and not including) the period during sample house dropped from' NAC = 142
which the retrofits were performed, PRISM ( +4) GJ jy ear to NAC = 107 (:4e) GJ j..-th post -th
IS appl1ed to each control and treatment year. The resulting raw savings were*:
house included in the program. From the
resulting NACpre and NACpost estimates, Sraw = 35(:l:6)GJthjyear

representing respectively a house's NAC for or relative to NAC
the pre- and post-retrofit periods, the raw,' pre
weather-adjusted savings for each house is Sraw,% = 25(:1:4)%

then computed as: The small standard errors in the savings in-

(absolute ) S = NAC -NAC (5a) dicate that the savings were significant.raw pre post
This house saved more than the average

(percent) Sraw.% = (1 -NACpostjNACore) house in the house-doctor group, for which
X 100 (5b) the median savings were*:

From the individual-house estimates, aver- S (T ) = 21 ( +3 )GJ jy ear.raw -th
age values (medIans or means*) are calculated
for each grOUP' NAC (T) NAC (T) or, relative to NAC pre.pre' post'
Sraw(T) and Sraw, %(T) for the treatment group, Sraw %(T) = 15( :1:2)%
and NACpre(C), NACpost(C), Sraw(C) and '. ..
Sraw %(C) for the control group. The savings The medIan saVIngs m the control group
for the treatment group (or for an individual were considerably lower, though far from
treated house) may then be adjusted by the negligible:
control houses, as described in Appendix 2, S (C) = 14(+3 )GJ jy ear.raw -th
to gIve Sadi(T) and Sadi.%(T).

It is important to know the errors associ- or,
ated with the various savings estimates. For S (C) = 10(+1 )%raw, % -
a group of houses, the standard error of the
median provides a robust measure of whether The median control-adjusted savings for the
the savings in the treatment group(s) are house-doctor group, computed by the pro-
distinguishable from the savings in the control cedure described in Appendix 2, were:
group. For individual houses, the standard S .(T) = 9( :l:2 )GJ jyearf h ... dil ad) th
error 0 eac saVings estImate 18 rea y com-
puted from the standard error of NAC for or,
each house, as given in Appendix 3. Sadi,%(T) = 8(:1:1)%

* Although either median or mean values of NAC
may be used, we recommend the median as the more *The number in parentheses for the individual-
'robust' (i.e., insensitive to outliers) measure of the house savings is the standard error of the correspond-
center of a group's distribution, and the standard ing estimate. The number in parentheses for the
error of the median as the measure of its accuracy group savings (T or C) is the standard error of the cor-
(see Appendix 3). responding sample median (see Appendix 3).
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As has been the case in other retrofit pro- has used PR~SM for the ev~ua~ion of Wis-
the control adjustment substantially consin's low-mcome weathenzatlon program

:~:~s this experiment's raw savings. Never- involving 1000 houses [15b]. Research.ers
theless the savings in the house-doctor group at Oak Ridge National Laboratory are USIng
relativ~ to the control group were highly PRISM as stage one of a two-st.~e approach,
statistically significant (see ref. 15a). to evaluate RCS and other Ut~Ity conserva-

tion programs, such as Bonneville Power Ad-
ministration's Residential Weatherization
Pilot Program [15c]. The Center for theOTHER APPLICATIONS Biology of Natural Systems at Queens College

has applied PRISM to a smaller sample of
The accuracy of the estimates from our houses in New York City, for a detailed com-

sample analysis is typical of other applications parison of two approaches to low-income
of PRISM, both to gas-heated and oil-heated weatherization [15d]. The method is being
houses and to electrically heated houses used extensively in Minnesota to monitor
without cooling. Summaries of model per- the success of a variety of city and state
formance are found elsewhere in this issue programs; using PRISM, the Minneapolis
(for example, refs. 15a and 15b for natural Energy Agency has carried out a definitive
gas, ref. 15k for oil, and refs. 1?c and ~5h comparison of predicted vs. actual savings
for electricity). For houses m heatmg- from RCS retrofits [15e].
dominated climates, we have found R 2. Recently, researchers have begun to rec-
values to average 0.97, and standard erro~s ognize the almost untapped resource of
for NAC to average 3 -4% of the NAC e~tl- energy savings in multifamily buildings. In
mate. Even in the face of some anomalIes apartments in New Jersey, for example, the
in the individual-parameter result~, NAC and average energy usage per unit floor area may
the corresponding savings estlmates are be double what it is in single-family houses,
usually stable and reliable. in spite of potential benefits from common

The model used in the above example, walls in apartments*. As part of its shift in
and in almost all papers in this issue, is the research emphasis from single-family to
"heating only" PRISM model for individual multifamily buildings, the Center for Energy
houses. Two adaptations of this model have and Environmental Studies at Princeton has
also been developed, for individ~al houses extensively instrumented a 60-unit gas-heated
with electric cooling as well as heatIng [15h], apartment building in Asbury Park, New
and for large aggregates of gas-heated houses Jersey [15f]. High interior temperatures
for which only total utility sales data .are coupled with an unusual boiler configuration
available [15p]. For the former, cooling challenge the interpretability of the PRISM
analogues of (3 and T are added to t~e .model estimates; an engineering analysis of additi~n-
in eqn. (3). For the latter, a varIatIon of al data provides an improved understandIng
HJT) in the same equation is used to acc?unt of the results. Lawrence Berkeley Labora-
for the billing lag. For both ~daptatI~n~, tory's study of a complex of apartm~nt
NAC is on average as well determIned as It IS buildings in the San Francisco Housmg
in individual-house, heating-only applications. Authority offers another test of the applic-

ability of PRISM to large multifamily build-
ings [15g].

OVERVIEW OF THE ISSUE

PRISM was first developed for our own *For example, the per-unit NAC in a 126-unit gas-
buildings research program. Its 1982 applica- heated apartment com.plex in New Jersey gave 3.~
t' t th Modular Retrofit Experiment GJth/m2 before a major retrofit and 1.7 GJth/m.Ion 0 ~ ...after it [18], vs. 0.9 GJth/m2 [15p] for the average

18 presented m thIs specIal Issue as a .prototype gas-heated customer in the state. (The comparison

PRISM-based evaluation [15a]. SInce then, assumes an average area of 150 m2 per house, vs.
PRISM has been widely applied to other 65 m2 measured for the apartment complex.) The
groups of single-family hou~es. The S~atisti~s ~O-unit. building studied in th.is issue showed a sim-
Laboratory at the UniversIty of Wlsconsm Ilarly hIgh average NAC per Unit area [15f].
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Whereas the methodology development consumption monitoring, or scorekeeping,
initially emphasized gas-heated houses, special tool. The papers report progress on a partic-
problems relating to other fuels have been ular method, PRISM. It would be naive to
the focus of recent research. Analysis of expect all houses, and especially the people
electrically heated houses can be confounded occupying them, to obey the simple principles
by electric cooling, even in a heating- embodied by this method. Nevertheless, the
dominated climate [15h], or by the presence truth told by actual meter readings, the basis
of a heat-pump system which, to some ex- of PRISM, cannot be ignored. The success of
tent, violates the assumptions underlying the studies thus far confirms that PRISM,
PRISM [15i]. Otherwise, gas and electricity though not without room for improvement,
have much in common: the data bases of is a particularly useful way of extracting
monthly (or bimonthly) meter readings scorekeeping information from billing data.
are equally accessible, and the seasonal
dependence of non-heating consumption has
a similar effect on the PRISM parameters FUfURE DIRECTIONS
for both fuels [15m]. Further, the effect of
supplemental heating by wood on a PRISM The papers in this special issue emphasize
analysis of the consumption of a convention- applications of PRISM to conventional
al heating fuel is likely to be independent of housing in heating-dominated climates; for
whether the fuel is gas or electricity; the climates in which the energy used for cooling
effect is explored here for electrically heated rather than heating dominates, and for houses
houses in the Portland, Oregon, region [15j]. with a large solar component in their design,
Oil heating poses a new set of problems, not more research is needed. The studies in this
the least of which is infrequent, unevenly issue focus on the fuel (gas, electricity, oil)
spaced deliveries [15k]. For any fuel, suf- used for space heating; in future work, the
ficent data over a year or more are needed method should allow for the interaction
for PRISM to work reliably; a systematic between fuels when more than one fuel is
study of the stability of the model parameters used in a house by its furnace and appliances
provides some guidelines concerning PRISM ("total energy scorekeeping"). The statistical
data requirements [15n]. procedure used for PRISM analyses is based

Often, anomalies that occur for individual on least-squares regression; more robust
houses are no longer evident in aggregated techniques, under development, would reduce
PRISM results. One short-cut aggregate ap- the influence of anomalous data and improve
proach is to apply a variation of PRISM the reliability of the estimates. The data bases
to total utility sales data for residential for the analyses are primarily energy bills;
heating customers (gas or electricity); ex- the extent to which the value of billing data
tensive analysis of gas-heating customers will be enhanced by additional data available
in New Jersey has yielded promising results from instrumentation, such as submeters
[15p]. Taking the analysis a step further, and temperature sensors, needs to be ex-
for the same data set and for another group plored. Thus far, the studies demonstrate the
of houses, the relative roles of two possible applicability of PRISM at two levels of
sources of conservation -shell tightening analysis, to individual-house data for large
and lower thermostat settings -are inferred samples of houses, and to utility aggregate
from the PRISM analyses [15q]. data representing large fractions of the pop-

In all of these studies, NAC emerges as ulation; in between these two extremes, there
an extremely reliable index of consumption. may be additional strategies for dealing with
The other PRISM parameters provide useful large numbers of houses, such as clever
indicators of the components of NAC, but statistical sampling of the houses being mon-
they require a sensitive interpretation with itored, or substation or trunk-line metering
a careful consideration of their errors. to represent community-level consumption.

The fifteen papers presented in this special The primary objective of our current score-
double issue provide convincing evidence keeping research is to realize the full potential
that a simple method applied to whole- of billing data for monitoring consumption
building billing data can become a powerful in all climates and building types. The most

,

r
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productive approach, for addressing these and
score keeping concerns and ultimately for T = T. -Q/L (A6)
learning about the effectiveness of conser- m

vation measures, will be studies of actual Thus the house's reference temperature T
consumption data. We anticipate that the best (the outdoor temperature below which ex-
research laboratory for these studies will ternal fuel is required for heating) is below
continue to be real-world conservation Tin, by an amount proportional to the
projects. house's intrinsic gains.

If the heating fuel is also used for other
purposes such as water heating, appliances,

APPENDIX 1 and (for electricity) lighting, at a rate a,
." .then the rate at which heating fuel is con-

Derlvatlon of physlcal model underlymg sumed per day is given by:
PRISM

The space heating energy, Eh, required f = a + (j(T -Tout) (A 7)

~ maintai:n a house at t~mperature Tin, for Tout < T. This is the relationship shown
18 proportIonal to. the difference (Tin -in Fig. 2, and corresponds with eqn. (1)
Tout), where Tout .IS t~e outdoor tempera- in the text (see also refs. 6 and 7).
ture. The prop~rtlonallty constant L rep- In a single-family house, the usual control
resents the lossmess of the house. Thus, system is a thermostat, which regulates the
when Tout < Tin, indoor temperature Tin' In this case, the

Eh = L( Tin -Tout) (A 1) constant-T assumption of PRISM requires
that several factors be constant from month

!h~ los~iness has two contributions, fro.m .air to month: average indoor temperature Tin,
infiltratIon !osses Lj and f~om transmlsslo:n average internal gains Q, and average house
loss~s L~, I.e., .L = Lj + Lt .So~e .of .th~s lossiness L = 17{3 (see eqn. (A6». The constant-
he.atIng IS supplIed. by the ho~se s IntrInSIC {3 assumption requires that Land 17 do not
g~ns Q, representIng heat galn:*from ap- vary on average from month to month (see
plIances, occupants and the sun, and th~ eqn. (A5». The constant-a assumption
r~st by ~ amount of fuel fh burned at effi- requires non-varying energy usage for ap-
clency 17, I.e., pliances, etc., fueled by the heating fuel.
Eh = 11fh + Q (A2) Given these assumptions, several classes

.of interventions will induce predictable
Therefore,. t~e requIred external fuel for changes in a, {3, and T. Reduction of monthly
space heatIng IS average thermostat settings will decrease T.

fh = L(Tin -T out)/17 -Q/17 (A3) Structural retrofits will affect {3 and T: in an
'. ideal house (seen through PRISM), a decrease

whIch may be rewrItten: in L will decrease both {3 and T. An improved

fh = (3(T -Tout) (A4) furnace efficiency 17 will also decrease {3.
A shift to more efficient appliances will

where lower a. However, by decreasing internal

{3 = L/17 (A5) gains Q, this shift will increase T (leaving (3

unchanged), and thus lead to an increased
requirement for heating fuel that will partial-

*The transmission lossiness Lt = ~UjAj, where ly offset the benefits from more efficient
Aj is the area of each exposed surface, and Uj is the appliances. Any change in Q will affect T:

corresponding transmission coefficient. To a good th dd ' t '
f h h ld b .

ht. t . th ' lilt t. I . L V C e a I Ion 0 a ouse 0 mem er mIgapproxlma Ion, e In I ra Ion osslness j = P p, .
where V is the volume flow rate of outdoor air enter- lower T, for example, whereas the shift to
ing the building, p is the density of air and Cp is the a more efficient appliance (fueled by the
heat capacity of air; this ignores moisture-related heating or a non-heating fuel) will raise T.
heat loss (due to latent heat to evaporate water These theoretical expectations are valid
inside the house). See Chapter II of ref. 6, as well as f th .d al h h ed . F.

2th d .'.

f 15f . th O .or e I e ouse suc as was us m Ig. .e ISCUSSlon In re ., In IS Issue. ..
**Our definition of intrinsic gains adds solar gains When PRISM IS run on real data, for whIch

to the comprehensive list compiled by Shurcliff [19]. a, {3 and T are not truly constant over any
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estimation period, statistical covariance Sadi,%(T) = Sraw,%(T) -Sraw,%(C) (Allc)
among the three parameters often interferes
with simple associations between known These formulae apply to an individual treated
interventions and the observed trends in the house (i.e., to a treatment group of one) as
parameters. The problem is particularly acute well as to the entire group. (For the MRE
when the periods of estimation include major results presented earlier and in ref. l5a, eqn.
changes. Pre-retrofit and post-retrofit periods (Allb) was applied individually to each loca-
should therefore be selected to exclude inter- tion (module), for which a separate Cadi was
ventions wherever possible. calculated.)

APPENDIX 2
APPENDIX 3

Computation of group savings estimates
We let the notation [X] I T and [X] Ic rep- Standard errors of savings estimates

resent the median (or mean) of the set of The standard errors of the savings estimates
values of the quantity X for the treatment are obtained from the standard errors of
(T) or control (C) g~oup, resp~cti~e:y. NACpre and NACpost, i.e., se(NACpre) and

In analogy wIth the IndivIdual-house se(NACpost), which are computed by a
savings in eqns. (5a) and (5b), the raw, method developed for PRISM [16] and are
weather-adjusted savings for the treatment included in the standard output for each
group is given, in absolute terms, by: house analyzed. For an individual house:

Sraw(T) = [NACpre -NACpost] IT (A8a) se(Sraw) = [se2(NACpre) + se2(NACpost)]I/2

and, in percent terms relative to NACpre, by (A12)

Sraw.%(T)/lOO = [1-- NACpost/NACpre] IT se(Sraw, %)/100 = {(NACpost)2[se2(NACpre)]

(A8b) 4 2/(NACpre) + [se (NACpost)]/(NACprJ2J 1/2
Using similar pre- and post-periods, raw (A13)
savings for the control group are analogously
given by: where Sraw and Sraw. % are computed from

eqns. (5a) and (5b), respectively.
Sraw(C) = [NACpre -NACpost]lc (A9a) When a group of houses is analyzed, the

and center of the distribution of the quantity X
may be represented by either the mean or

Sraw,%(C)/lOO = [1- NACpost/NACpre] Ic median value of X, i.e., by mean(X) or

(A9b) median(X). For each measure, there are
To adjust the savings in the treatment group c~rr~spo?ding measures of the width ?f .the
by the control we define a control-adjust- dIstrIbutIon of X: the standard devIatIon,ment factor: ' sd(X), is generally used with mean(X), and

the interquartile range, IQR(X), i.e., the
Cadi = [NACpost/NACpre] Ic (AlO) length of the interval containing the middle

Then the control-adjusted savings of the treat- 50%, with median(X).
ment group are obtained by the following: The standard error of the sample mean,

se[mean(X)], gives a measure of the variabil-
Sadi(T) = [Cadi X NACpre -NACpost] IT ity of the sample mean. For a group of N

(AlIa) houses, this is computed from sd(X) as fol-
and lows:

S . (T )/ IOO =
[C .-N AC /NAC ]1 se[mean(X)] = sd(X)/...;N (A14)

ad), % ad) post pre T
(Allb) In direct analogy with eqn. (A14), the stan-

dard error of the sample median may be
which can be simplified for a single treatment computed from IQR(X):

and control group as se[median(X)] = IQR(X)/..;N (A15)

:(

J ~
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This provides a measure of the variability of used to represent a measure of the variation
the sample median*. For a given quantity across houses. To some extent, the latter
X, eqn. (A14) or (A15), respectively, tells includes the effect of the measurement error
how accurately the mean or median has been for each house (eqns. (A12) and (A13»,
estimated for the larger group of houses from which is generally, for all PRISM parameters,
which the study group was drawn. Thus two much smaller than the corresponding esti-
alternative representations for the center of mate's variation from house to house.
the distribution of X for a set of houses may
be written: REFERENCES
mean(X) :t se[mean(X)] 1 U. S. Department of Energy, Residential Conser-

vation Service Program: Final Rule, Federal
and Register, 47 (123) (June 25, 1982) 27752-
median(X) :t se[ median(X)] .278.03; see also. National Energy Conservat~on

Policy Act, Public Law 95 -619, Part 1 of Title

In that they are more insensitive to out- 11,1978.
liers the median measures (median value 2 The Bradley Plan: Home energy conservation pro-
inte;quartile range and standard error of th~ gram, Congressional Record: 125 (107) (July 31,

.' .1979) 10950 -53, Washington, DC; see also
sample medIan) are robust alternatIves to the Energy Security Act, Public Law 96-294, Sub-

mean measures (mean value, standard devia- title C of Title Y, 1980.
tion, and standard error of the sample mean). 3 Examples of early papers are: Highest economy
Since outliers may strongly influence the in furnace heating: Proper temperatures, venti la-
mean value in an amount that ma substan- tion and coal consumption for different outside

..' .y .temperatures, The Metal Worker, Plumber and
tially dIstort the resultmg representatIon of Steam Fitter, 66 (Nov. 10) (1906) 47 -49 ("For
a group's savings (for X = NACpre -NACpost), any given outside temperature there is a corre-

the median measures are usually more mean- sponding amount of heat that must be supplied
ingful. On the other hand, mean measures are in ord~r to of~set the heat losses through the w~lls
occasionally more convenient since classical and ~lndows .' p. 47); and R. P. Bolton, ~eatlng

...? requirements In New York weather, Heating and
i-tests of sIgn.~Icance are rea?ily available for Ventilation Magazine, VIII (March) (1911) 1 -10
them. In addItIon, a comparISon of the mean (" An analysis of the weather conditions actually
and median values is often useful, for obtain- prevailing during the heating season in a city like
ing a sense of the skewness of the distribu- New York may be made a very useful guide in
tion determining the heating requirements, both for

'. the whole period and for any given portion of
~or scorekeepmg, we recommend comp~- the period", p. 1).

tation of both sets of measures for the quantI- 4 J. Wright (private communication), Gas Planning
ties of interest. In general, we rely on the Department, Public Service Electric and Gas
median measures, after they have been com- Company, Newark, NJ, 1985. .
pared with the mean measures. 5 M. Fels, R. Socolow, .J. Rachlin an~ D. Stram,

..PRISM: A Conservation Scorekeepmg Method
For th~ sample scorekeepmg analysIS Applied to Electrically Heated Houses, Center

presented m the text, the standard errors of for Energy and Environmental Studies, Princeton
the savings for the single gas-heated house University, Princeton, NJ, EPRI Report No.
were computed from eqns. (A12) and (A13); EM-4.358, Palo Alto, CA, December 1985, Ap-
h Th pendlx 1.t ese represent measurement errors. e stan- 6 T Sch d A T P t M d I ~ A..ra er, wo- arame er 0 e lor sses-

dard error of the sample medIan of the house- sing the Determinants of Residential Space
doctor group's savings, from eqn. (A15), was Heating, MS Thesis, Department of Aerospace

and Mechanical Engineering, Princeton Univer-
sity, Report No. 69, Center for Energy and En-

*The standard error of the median is a new quantity vironmental Studies, Princeton, NJ, June 1978.
inferred from other work [20,21]. Use of eqns. 7 F. Sinden, A two-thirds reduction in the space
(AI4) and (AI5) for the standard error of the mean heat requirement; and L. Mayer and Y. B~nja-
or of the median implicitly assumes that the errors in mini, Modeling residential demand for natural
estimating a given quantity in different houses are gas as a function of the coldness of a month, in
uncorrelated. If this assumption is invalid, these for- R. Socolow (ed.), Saving Energy in the Home,
mulae understate the uncertainty of their respective Ballinger Publishing Co., Cambridge, MA, 1978.
mean and median estimates, though not by much if 8 E. Hirst, Household energy conservation: a review
(as is usually the case) the measurement errors are of the federal Residential Conservation Service,
small relative to the house-to-house variation of the Public Administration Review, 44 (5) (1984)
estimate. 421 -430.
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